I. INTRODUCTION
In wireless mobile heterogeneous network environments, Radio Resource Management (RRM) and Joint RRM (JRRM) entities, and their corresponding functionalities/ algorithms, are very complex to be modelled by using an analytical approach, being frequently explored by many researchers by using complex simulations tools [1] to extract some results and conclusions on their work.
In a heterogeneous cellular network environment, the Vertical HandOver (VHO) is a key procedure to enable advanced network management by handover mobile terminals to different and most appropriated Radio Access Technology (RAT), if required. Naturally, that traditional handovers within the same RAT, i.e., Horizontal HandOvers (HHOs), will co-exist and support most of the intra-RAT users' mobility needs.
When scanning literature concerning VHOs, it is not frequent to find simple analytical models capable to extract the main characteristics of a VHO process. For example, in [2] , an analytical framework to evaluate VHO algorithms is proposed, and in [3] an analytical model is proposed to evaluate the impact of VHO algorithm design on system resource utilisation and user perceived Quality of Service (QoS). A fuzzy-logic based decision-making algorithm for VHO is presented in [4] , and authors in [5] propose VHO algorithms performance metrics and analyse users' mobility impact on VHOs. However, a simple model that depends on geographical considerations is very useful to assess JRRM performance; based on simple considerations, the impact of several parameters (at user and network levels), on the JRRM QoS performance can be evaluated. This paper proposes a simple approach, useful to extract a few main trends when wireless mobile heterogeneous networks are working in a cooperative way. This approach assumes the existence of a JRRM entity in a very tight coupling architecture. Naturally, this model (aiming at being simple and easy to use) does not take several considerations into account, e.g., propagation and environment influence, users' individual mobility, and real time decisions from RRM entities. Nevertheless, it can be used to extract some considerations, and estimate the order of magnitude of a given JRRM QoS parameter when a given scenario/trend needs to be evaluated. The model presented in this paper is partially based on previous cellular HHO and related parameters, however, it is mainly devoted to VHOs.
For technology abstraction and simplicity reasons, it is assumed that wireless networks are classified in groups, as follows: 2+G/3G and 3.5G networks are grouped as Low Bit rate Networks (LBNs) and Medium Bit rate Networks (MBNs), respectively; other faster networks, e.g., WLANs, are classified as High Bit rate Networks (HBNs).
The main goal and novelty of this paper is to update a simple analytical model, initially used for HHOs, being proposed to be used in VHOs in a heterogeneous networks environment, by assuming the existence of RRM and JRRM entities.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the proposed VHO and JRRM QoS model, used to extract global JRRM performance parameters, in Section III some scenarios variations are proposed and used to evaluate some trends, in Section IV some results are extracted from the previous model and proposed scenarios; finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. JRRM AND RRM EVALUATION MODEL

A. Radio Network Structure
In this paper, the assumed radio network structure is composed by: LBNs that covers the entire region, centralised MBNs responsible to cover urban locations, and HBNs focussed on hotspot coverage. This structure is presented by Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1 -Different RAT clusters (example).
The proposed model starts by using a HHO analytical model, where users' cell crossing probabilities, crossing rates, drops, and blocking probability can be evaluated, [2] . This new model assumes that a given RAT cluster type can be modelled as a single cell (using cellular HHO characteristics). Fig. 1 describes this concept, by showing an example on how HBNs are used to cover hotspot areas, and MBNs cover surrounding areas, used as transition networks in urban areas to LBNs that are present in all areas. This approach enables the use of the HHO model mechanism to extract some VHOs assumptions and theoretical results. Users' previous transitions between cells borders of a given RAT are now translated into transitions between RATs borders (clusters based).
B. Mobility and VHOs
In order to establish a link between users' mobility and VHOs parameters, one can define some relations based on previous HHO assumptions, e.g., between users' speed and RAT clusters radius. For example, the r RAT crossing rate or VHO crossing rate η VHOr , assumes RAT clusters distributions similar to the case presented in Fig. 1 , where different RATs have different levels of coverage and cluster radius, thus, for some RATs, service continuity can be only assured if provided by another RAT.
This model assumes some basic and fundamental hypothesis, like network users' arrival and departure process being balanced, network equilibrium, users uniformly distributed directions of movement in 2π, and an urban hot spot case for the basic reference scenario as defined in [6] . Based on these hypothesis, η VHOr , (for hexagonal cells), is defined by:
where,
• r ν , is the average users' speed; • R rc is the RAT cluster approximated radius.
C. Heterogeneous Network Traffic Generation
In this subsection, a model to estimate multi-service users' traffic generation and multi-RAT capacity is proposed, being used to compute services session's duration and number of active users. Then, it is possible to estimate the number of VHOs in a given scenario.
To estimate users' multi service generated traffic and the multi RATs capacity, first the model defines the number of active users N AU , as the sum of voice and video (i.e., realtime conversational type services) users N AU-V , and data (i.e., non-real time other services) users N AU-D :
• λ s , is the service/session s arrival rate (s can be voice or video);
• τ s , is the service/session duration for the service s;
• N CovU , is the number of coverage users;
• P Sps , is the service s penetration probability over the number of users; • P Be , is the expected JRRM blocking probability experience by users in a heterogeneous network environment. and N AU-D is given by
where, • D s , is the data volume for a given data service s;
• τ Ce , is the expected JRRM overall delay;
• N ds , is the number of data services;
• R bs is the average bit rate per service.
Assuming one service per user, then, the user bit rate equals the service one, i.e., R bU =R bs .
The total JRRM average bit rate, R bt , is defined by:
Taking (2) and the service area, S a , then, the active users capacity density ρ AU is:
Knowing the number of active users (2) and the JRRM average bit rate per user (5), then, for a given time interval, ∆t=1h, it is possible to compute the total generated traffic T AN , for that interval of interest, [ ]
Finally the total traffic density T ρN , also for the given time interval, ∆t, is given by:
D. JRRM policies and Networks Capacity
The model can also be extended to include a couple of JRRM policies over users' initial traffic assignment to RATs, and consequent VHO management load estimation.
The model estimates the amount of traffic allocated to each type of RAT r, T ρN,r , defined as a percentage of the total traffic density that will be initially handled by each RAT (i.e., based on a JRRM criterion or traffic policy), which is being defined by P Init 
where, • S r represents the area occupied by a given RAT type r;
• V t represents the traffic that comes/goes from/to other RATs by the VHO mechanism. V t is based on the percentage applied to a given RAT traffic that, by the VHO process, will move traffic among RATs, P VHO , this being based on JRRM inter-RATs VHO policies. Thus, V t is defined as follows:
Naturally, when P VHO is different from 0, the destination RAT r should add traffic in the same amount that other traffic source RAT r should decrease. P VHO can be negative or positive, depending on the VHO traffic flux management policy. Note that P Init,r is conservative, being constrained by the following condition (N RAT is the number of different RATs): 
• C bs,r , is the RAT r BS capacity;
• Cov bs,r , is the BS coverage area;
• N BS,r , is the number of BSs of RAT r. The overall VHOs statistics estimation can be driven by users' density and mobility. The number of VHOs in a given JRRM scenario, and time interval ∆t, is given by:
where, P CVr is the JRRM influence in the number of VHOs. This parameter can be defined by two criteria: either by a JRRM policy (i.e., empirically), or, based on the RATs load, when theoretically the load balance is achieved. The VHO probability P V,r , for a given RAT r, can be now estimated as follows [6] 
III. SCENARIOS
In order to present some possible results produced by the previous model, one has to decide which are the most relevant and interesting output and input parameters. Since the focus of this paper is VHO evaluation and JRRM performance, then, the overall mobility profiles, cluster trend, and cellular radius in the model should be the most explored ones. Therefore, as outputs one has: VHO crossing rate and related probability. For scenario inputs variation one considers the following parameters: users' speed profile penetration, relatively RATs clusters coverage trend, and cellular radius.
The reference scenario defined by the IST-AROMA project, [7] , is used as starting point for some parameters, namely for multi-service usage. One consideres a set of six services: voice, video, Streaming, FTP, WWW and e-mail, where the nominal bit rates are 12, 480, 384, 240, 120 and 120 kbps, respectively. The reference service penetration probability considered for each service is as follows: 56, 4, 11, 8, 10, 11 %. The reference busy hour call attempt assumed for all services is set to 1; for voice and video average call duration, 60 s is assumed. The number of users is 4 000.
The proposed model enables the study of different users' mobility profiles, thus, it is interesting to evaluate the impact of these profiles into JRRM VHOs events. To assess this, high (HM), medium (MM) and low mobility (LM) trends were defined, Table I . Fast, slow and static users correspond to vehicular, pedestrian and indoor users. In order to assess the impact that a cellular structure/coverage trend has on the VHO probability, three more scenario variations were defined: the Macro-and Micro-centric, and Reference ones. Table II Concerning the RAT cluster radius variation and their impact on VHOs, one can take the reference scenario and then increase or decrease the overall cluster radius for each RAT. Therefore, besides the reference one, the Medium Coverage (MCov), which corresponds to 400, 200 and 50 m respectively for LBN, MBN and HBNs, two other different coverage sizes were defined: HCov and LCov scenarios, standing for High and Low Coverage, respectively. The HCov means that all RATs have doubled their cluster radius, and LCov means they are halved.
IV. RESULTS
Based on the previous scenarios set, the model is capable of producing a considerable number of different results, however, due to space and paper readability reasons, a selection of the most relevant ones are presented, which are naturally based on the previously proposed scenarios.
Computing the HM profile, results on the VHO probability reach 66 % for HBNs and 39 % for MBNs, Fig.  2 . This means that HM users, and specially the ones attached to HBNs, will most probably experience a VHO to another RAT; naturally, JRRM signalling between HBNs and other RATs will experience high VHO load levels.
Nevertheless, the benefit is that often hot spot areas fit better in the LM profile, which, according to the model, will generate about 20 % of VHOs among HBNs active users.
For MBNs, as expected, this probability is considerably less, since MBNs cellular coverage is higher and users will stay more time crossing a MBN cluster. Therefore, MBNs requires less effort from the JRRM entity to manage users' cluster crossing. MBNs active users will experience a VHO from 10 % in the LM scenario up to 40 % in HM one. These results are useful for JRRM designers, since it is possible to estimate the VHOs overhead in the network, knowing the scenario mobility profile. For example, a train station and a business city centre will have different mobility profiles, hence, different impacts on the signalling overhead to process VHOs. Crossing rate results, Fig. 3 , follow the VHO probability, being useful to estimate the real VHO signalling load in a given time interval. For example, for the HM scenario, were the HBN VHO crossing rate is about 0.028, and considering a 1 h interval, the number of estimated VHOs (from (14)) is about 1 600. If one considers MBN in the same mobility scenario profile (HM), the number of VHOs decreases to about 530. The LM case presents the minimum VHO effort for both RATs. 
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In Fig. 4 , MBNs and HBNs have an increasing VHO probability when coverage moves from the Micro-to the Macro-centric cases. This effect is due to the decrease of their cluster relative coverage in the area, having less users staying inside their cluster coverage. Thus, MBNs and HBNs will have more users crossing VHOs events to other RATs, e.g., LBNs. Compared with the mobility profile scenarios (Fig. 2) , the VHO probability variation for MBNs and HBNs is not so significant, ranging from 9.3 up to 17 % and from 23 up to 36 % for MBNs and HBNs, respectively. Thus, one may conclude that mobility (Table I ) has more impact on VHOs compared with considerable variations in the cluster composition trend (Table II) . Concerning RATs cluster radius impact on VHOs probability, it is expected that HBNs are more likely of having more VHOs, as shown in Fig. 5 , since HBNs present always shorter radius compared with other RATs. In the HCov case, the VHO probability is lower, because clusters radii are higher, therefore, users' cluster cross events (VHOs) are less frequent, since they spend a longer session time crossing a given cluster's (RAT type) borders. Naturally, for the LCov situation, the VHO probability is higher due to the opposite previous effect. Observing Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 , one can notice that HM and LCov scenarios, although being based on different concepts, generate the highest and similar VHOs probabilities.
Therefore, if one assumes both cases simultaneously it is expected that a maximum VHO probability situation occurs, and, of course, extra overhead on the JRRM entity. This means that the maximum VHO probability is reached when one has fast users together with a scenario where cluster radius is the shortest, as expected.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A new and simple model based on mobility, traffic and networks capacity to evaluate VHOs in a JRRM environment is proposed and described. VHOs performance indicators are evaluated for different input scenarios variations. Computational results show that HBNs is the RAT that produces more impact on JRRM, compared with other RATs, by handling/releasing more traffic, generating more signalling related with JRRM functionalities (i.e., triggering and managing VHOs). Based on the reference scenario, mobile users VHO probability in HBNs can range from 20 up to 66 %, corresponding to high and low users' mobility profiles.
The VHO load on HBNs and MBNs also increases (ranging from 24 up to 37 %) when moving to a macro cellular trend or LBNs dominance. This is because in this scenario HBNs and MBNs decrease the cluster size by reducing the number of cells, hence, users' coverage continuity by these networks decreases. Thus, VHOs events to LBNs are more frequent.
